The Coolie Sangha I visualised 49 years back…
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Speech given to Farm Forestry families who earned Carbon Revenue

Friday & Saturday, 14 & 15 February 2020
The Coolie Sangha of yesterday was a unity forged to overcome extreme poverty
and tackle unspeakable feudal oppression. You have achieved your objectives. By
and large, those functions of the Coolie Sangha are no longer relevant.
In today’s world, we need the Coolie Sangha to be in a state of permanent
cooperation and mutuality, consolidating on and enjoying the fruit of your earlier
struggles. It should be a Unity that continually stands for justice, protection and
support for each other.
This Unity is the basis for Social Capital needed by individual poor to aggregate
their efforts and draw upon the community in order to succeed in new age business
ventures that ADATS will identify and facilitate.
Ram Esteves

THE ECONOMY


Whatever anyone says, there is a visible economic improvement that all of us can see.
ఎవ-. ఏ0 123 ., మనమందరం 6డగ 9 ఆ; <క =>?దల క@2ABంC.
o

It can be seen in people’s movement, vehicles, mobiles, types of food, clothes,
everything.
ఇC Eపజల కద క, Gహ.I, mobile, ఆKర ర%I, బటI
N , EపO"
6డవPQ .

o

Even 25 years back, most of you had not travelled beyond your Gram Panchayats
or gone further than the weekly markets.
I remember your asking ADATS for one bicycle for each village so that you could go
to town in a late-night emergency.
25 సంవతS Tల EUతం VW, XY Z[మంC X E\మ పంZయ^ల_
0ం` Eపabంచde df gh కంi ఎ_j వ kళm de.
EపO E\n@U ఒక cycle pసం X> ADATS
అడగడం ._ ?>BంC,
తf( T X> అర <TEO అతr వసర ప;st
< Yu పటv
N @U kళm వPQ .

o

Most children go to school in or close to their villages.
42 years back there were no schools in the villages and even the few schools did
not have enough teachers.
Z[ మంC 2లI
u
తమ E\మంY df దగ wర\ xఠzల_ kళ{>.
42 సంవతS Tల EUతం E\nYu xఠzలI d| మ;} ~@! xఠzలYu
VW త నంత ఉx•r }I d>.

o

When menfolk migrated in search of work, you gave half a bag of broken rice and a
bag of Ragi to elders who stayed behind to look after young children.
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This is a thing of the past. Today, with just ₹ 200 a month, a family gets enough
ration to eat.
ప@ pసం h>€I వలస వ`Q నh3 •, `న! 2లల
u
6Apవ‚@U
k క ఉంƒ„…న †దల
‡ _ X> సగం ˆr ‰ Š; న ‹యr ం మ;} T
సం`@ ఇZQ >.
ఇC గ{@U సంబంŒం`న Šషయం. •, Žల_ •వలం ₹ 200 Wల>u, ఒక
_•ంˆ@U OనW@U త నంత ‘ష’ ల“ABంC.
o

Young people won’t believe you when you say that one out of five families lived in
Varpaku (thatch lean-to’s against someone’s sturdy wall).
Today, these are used only to tie cattle.
ఐe _•ంˆలY ఒక> వT3 _Y @వsంZర@ X> 123 నh3 •
}వ_I 0మ• ! నమ• >.
•, –—@ ప˜|ల కటNW@U nEత™ ఉపš ›B>.

o

Torn saris and no blouses are no longer seen; everyone has enough to oil and
comb their hair into beautiful plaits and even wear a flower or two.
`; న œరI మ;} •ž•u d|. EపO ఒకj Ÿ తమ •N అంద¡న
¢ట
u Y
u U £Ž ¤యW@U మ;} ek( న ¥యW@U స;„tంC
మ;} ఒక h|( df ¦ం• ధ;›B>.



Oppression has also reduced.
అణ`¤త VW త wంC.
o

Feudal oppression has gone.
©›( మr అణ`¤త „…ంC.

o

Untouchability has disappeared in the public space, even if some upper caste
people practice it in their homes and harbour it in their minds.
~ంతమంC ఉన! త _లA<I తమ ఇళ uY "@@ అభr sం`, G;
మనAS లY ఉం`నప3 —«, అంటT@తనం బ¬రంగ Eప-శంY
క మ>¯ంC.



Ration shops, NREGA, LPG subsidy, free education and many government programmes
have given you an income and purchasing power.
Ration sops, NREGA, LPG స‹S ¹, ఉ`త Šదr మ;} అ క Eపºత( %రr EకnI
B ఇZQ ….
X_ ఆfa@! మ;} ~ »I శU@



Government expenditure on many activities has given contractors money.
Many youths from your families are themselves contractors or work with contractors.



అ క %రr క[xల_ Eపºత( వr యం %ంE‚కర
N u_ డ¼½ ఇ`Q ంC.
X _•ంˆల ంƒ Z[ మంC }వ_I G‘ %ంE‚క>
N u df %ంE‚కర
N ug
ప@ ¥›B>.
A few people run small and big businesses that make small profits.
~ంతమంC వr _B I `న! మ;} †ద‡ Gr xTల
ఆ; ¿ం¥G>.



`న! [¾ల

Government employees get salaries. The number of teachers, bus drivers, office workers
has grown so much in the past 25-30 years.
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Eపºత( ఉÀr ?ల_ Á{I ల“›B…. గత 25-30 సంవతS TలY ఉx•r }I,
బAS ÂÃవ>u, %Tr లయ ఉÀr ?ల సంఖr Z[ †; ంC.


Nobody keeps their money hidden under their beds and mattresses.
ఎవŸ తమ డ¼½



తమ పడకI మ;} eప3 టu EUంద fPp>.

Traders make profits when you and the contractors and government employees and
everyone else spend your money.
X> మ;} %ంE‚క>
N u మ;} Eపºత( ఉÀr ?I మ;} 0గ{ అందŸ X
డ¼½
ఖ>Q ¥sనh3 • Gr x>I [భం Åంe{>.

COOLIE SANGHA


The Coolie Sangha was built at a time when the situation was very bad.
ప;sO
< Z[ Æరం\ ఉన! సమయంY VÇ సంÈ@! @;• ంZ>.



Today, many believe that the Coolie Sangha is no longer necessary.
ఈÊ
o

, VÇ సంఘం ఇక అవసరం dద@ Z[ మంC నÌ• {>.
You feel that you are materially better off; there is money in your purses and a
mobile in your handbag/pocket.
X> ÍOకం\ మం`Gర@ X> ¾Š›B>; purseYu డ¼½ మ;} X
handbag / Î¼Y ÏÐÑ ఉంC.

o

You feel that you do not need security or protection.
(with the exception of women who still face violence and discrimination even in
their own homes)
X_ భEదత df రÒణ అవసరం dద@ X> ¾Š›B>.



I agree that there is a lot of truth in this.
The kind of Coolie Sangha which we built 42 years back is no longer necessary. Today, let
us shut it down.
ఇంeY Z[ @జం ఉంద@

అంÓక;AB.!

.

™Ì 42 సంవతS Tల EUతం @;• ం`న VÇ సంఘం ఇక అవసరం de. ఈ Ê
f@! ×s¤f‡ం.


,

Let me then share with you the kind of Coolie Sangha I visualised 49 years back, when I
first started working amongst you.

49 Sanvatsarāla kritaṁ, nēnu mītō panicēyaḍaṁ prārambhin̄cinappuḍu, nēnu kaligi
unna dīrghakāla kala svapnaṁ
49 సంవతS Tల EUతం,
Xg ప@¥యడం Exరం“ం`నh3 •,
ఉన! "ర $%ల కల స( ప! ం
o

క

I dreamt of a gathering that would support one another.
Nēnu uhin̄cānu, nēnu kalalu kannānu Kūlī saṅghanlō Okarikokaru maddatu uṇṭundi
¬ంZ

,

కలI క.!

ఉం•ంC
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VÇ సంఘంY ఒక;~క> మద‡t

o

I dreamt of a unity that would recognise injustice and oppose it.
Nēnu uhin̄cānu, nēnu kalalu kannānu Kūlī saṅghanlō an'yāyānni gurtin̄ci dānini
vyatirēkistundi
¬ంZ

,

కలI క.!

VÇ సంఘంY అ.r a@!

?; Bం`

f@@ వr O‘UABంC
o

I dreamt of a getting together that would serve people in need.
Nēnu uhin̄cānu, nēnu kalalu kannānu Kūlī saṅghanlō Avasaramaina prajalaku sēva
cēstundi
¬ంZ

,

కలI క.!

VÇ సంఘంY అవసర¡న Eపజల_

Øవ ¥ABంC


I did not want a Coolie Sangha that is built only when the situation is bad. For me, the
Coolie Sangha is an expression of cooperation, love and mutual support.
ప;sO
< Æరం\ ఉన! h3 • nEత™ @;• ం`న VÇ సంÈ@!
p>pde.
ద
B
._, VÇ సంఘం సహ%రం, E¢మ మ;} పరస3 ర మ t
‡
Ùకj వr «కరణ





Today, when I see student and women protests in the cities, I see this kind of a getting
together.
o

They are not protesting only because they are afraid of what will happen to them.

o

They are rebelling against what they see as injustice.

o

Up until now, Law only said what we should not do and what we should do.
Now there is a law that seems to ask, “Who are you? Prove it!”.
“ఎవ> ర Ú|?” and “कौन रे तू ?” is an insult in our language and culture.

But these protests of heroic women are temporary gatherings; the Coolie Sangha should
be a permanent and continuous getting together.
%Ú –Ê`త మ¬ళల ఈ @రసనI {{j
మ;} @రంతర కల…క\ ఉంW

క సn¤zI; VÇ సంఘ zశ( త



All of you know that I am not shy to go to the streets. But continuous protest is not my
dream; it is tiring and drains us of energy.



9 years back, I myself had asked you to get all your citizenship papers, land titles and
property documents. It is there in our Strategic Plan and LogFrame.
9 సంవతS Tల EUతం, X ãరసత( పE{I, ©0 ä—ÑS మ;} ఆsB
పE{ల@! ం—Ú Åందమ@
0మ• ! అƒ\ .



When we were doing DLDP works, many people said that you should show your land
documents before undertaking soil and water conservation works. I said “No!” because I
do not believe in forcing anything.
™Ì DLDP ప I ¥ABన! h3 •, మ—N మ;} Ú— సంరÒణ ప
Ìంe X © పE{ల 62ంZల@ Z[ మంC 1x3 >.
%ద@ 1x3



! ఎంeకంi

-@Ú బలవంతం\ నమ•

ల

¥పiN

.

For me, if you knew that it was your land, and ten people around you said it was your land,
then it was your land.
. pసం, ఇC X ©0 అ@ X_ æ ØB, మ;} X PçN ఉన! పC మంC అC
X ©0 అ@ 123 ఉంi, అC X ©0.
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This type of Coolie Sangha which I described just now, based on love and service, is
possible only through discussion and learning.
E¢మ మ;} Øవ ఆ•రం\ ఈ రక¡న VÇ సంఘ, చరQ మ;} అ¾r సం
f( T nEత™ ›ధr మ|tంC.



That is be the role of Field Staff; to give you honest information and help you discuss and
understand issues.
Field Staff xEత; X_ @•…^ సnZరం ఇవ( W@U మ;} సమసr ల
చ;Q ంచW@U మ;} అర <ం ¥ApవW@U X_ సKయప•tంC.



You did this when the NREGA first started. Other people came to listen to your discussions
and understand the concept of Right to Work. Field Staff gave you good information.
NREGA Ïదట Exరం“ం`నh3 • X> ఇ[ ¥›>. X చరQ ల ŠనW@U
మ;} ప@ ¥Ø హ_j అ ¾వన అర <ం ¥ApవW@U ఇతర వr _B I వZQ >.
Field Staff X_ మం` సnZరం ఇZQ >.

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY


Even though things have improved, real income from growing crops and agricultural wages
has come down to zero.
ప;st
< I =>?పƒనప3 —«, †>?tన! పంటI మ;} వr వ›య ¤త.ల
ంƒ @జ¡న ఆfయం A.! U పƒ„…ంC.



No one in the village is making products any more.
E\మంY ఎవŸ ఉత3 tBల
o

తa> ¥యడం de.

There are no more craftspeople making shoes or bullock carts or pots or crushing
oilseeds.
ê•u df ఎe‡ల బం•u df _ండల తa>¥Ø df
£Ž ంజల అb`¤Ø వr _B I ఇక d>.

o

The only old occupations we see are barbers and washer folk; and even they will
disappear when their children take up other jobs.
మనం 6Ø xత వృtBI barber మ;} dhobi; మ;} G; 2లI
u
ఇతర ఉÀr \I ^A_న! h3 • VW G> అదృశr మ|{>.



There are less and less farm labourers working under Ryots.
-ìS Uంద త_j వ మ;} త_j వ వr వ›య VÇI ప@¥AB.! >.



Land owners produce nothing
© యజn
o

I ఏX ఉత3 OB ¥య>

Rains fail or are not on time because weather is unpredictable and the climate has
changed.
వర íxతం Šఫలమ|tంC df సమa@U Te ఎంeకంi G{వరణం
అ£హr ¡నC మ;} G{వరణం n;„…ంC.

o

Wet lands under tanks have become saline.
‚r ం_ల Uంద ఉన! `తBƒ

o

లI ïð’ అar ….

Every year, we see lesser and lesser truckloads of Ragi, Groundnut, Dhal and other
products leaving the village during Sankranti, after the harvest.
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EపO సంవతS రం, T , ¤>శనగ, fÑ మ;} ఇతర ఉత3 tBల Ùకj
త_j వ మ;} త_j వ Eట_j I పంట తT( త సంE%ంO సమయంY
E\మం ంƒ బయI->{….


We see an increase only in the production of fruit and vegetables.
A lucky few who still have fertile lands, water for irrigation, and connectivity to cities make
good profits and pay decent wages.
పం•u మ;} Vర\యల ఉత3 OBY nEత™ †>?దల 6›BÌ.
ఇప3 —« ›రవంత¡న ©ÌI, Ú—x>దల pసం Ú> మ;} నగTల_
అ సం•నం ఉన! అదృషవ
N ంtI ~Cమ
‡ ంC మం` [¾ల ఆ; ¿ం` మం`
¤త.I ఇ›B>.

CAPITALISM


In this new economy, there will be less and less jobs.
Factories that used to employ lakhs of workers now provide only a few thousand jobs.
ఈ ~తB ఆ; <క వr వసY
< త_j వ మ;} త_j వ ఉÀr \I ఉం‚….
లÒ[C మంC %;• _ల @య0ం¥ కT• \TI ఇh3 • ~@! ¤ల ఉÀr \I
nEత™ ఇAB.! ….



Jobless growth is happening because of computers and machines.
కంñr ట>u మ;} యంE{ల వలu @>Àr గ వృCò జ>?gంC.



Let us not blame this government or the other for this situation.
It is the type of capitalism that our country and the whole world has chosen to follow.
ఈ ప;sO
< U ఈ Eపº{( @! df మóక;@ @ంCంచవe‡.
ఇC మన -శం మ;} ÏతBం Eపపంచం అ స;ంచW@U ఎంP_న!
†•Nబƒfô రకం.



Schooling and education is not the solution.
xఠzల Šదr మ;} Šదr ప;õj రం %e.
o

Even my Jimmy, who goes to a so-called “convent school”, will not have the skills
to get these few jobs.
“Convent school” అ@ 2లవబö . JimmyU VW ఈ ~C‡ ఉÀr \I Åం÷hvr I ఉండ|.

o

Forget the vast majority of children going to government schools!
Eపºత( xఠzలల_ køu 2లల
u Y ఎ_j వమంC@ మర`„ంƒ!



If and when subsidies and government expenditures stop, you will be in a worse situation
than you were 42 years back. With a difference.
It is not just the SC/ST and Muslims and lower castes who will be in dire straits. Everyone
will be pauperised!
స‹S ¹I మ;} Eపºత( ఖ>Q I ఆ „…నh3 •, X> 42 సంవతS Tల
EUతం కంi f>ణ¡న ప;sO
< Y ఉం‚>. ùWg.
ఇC SC/ST మ;} Muslim మ;} అట•
N ? _[I nEత™ %e. EపO ఒకj Ÿ
xప-ú ¥యబడ{>!
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The only option for you is doing business.
X_ ఏüక ఎం2క Gr xరం ¥యడం.



That is why, for the past few years, I have been asking you to develop a business mindset.
Before spending any money on any activity, you must make a calculation or at least guess
if it will make a profit or loss.
అంe•, గత ~ ! ýu\, Gr xర మనసB{( @! †ంÅంCంPpGల@
0మ• ! అ•?t.!
.
ఏþ. %Tr చరణ_ ఏþ. డ¼½ ఖ>Q ¥Ø Ìంe, X> తప3 @స;\ ఒక గణన
ABంÀ dÀ కÚసం ess ¬ంచంƒ.
¥a df [భం df న õN@! క



The question then is, what business can you do?
అh3 • Eపశ! ఏ0టంi, X> ఏ Gr xరం ¥యగల>?



I do not prescribe the normal “livelihood” solutions that all NGOs talk about.
అ@! స( చ ంద సంసల
< ?;ం` n‚uö ›•రణ “Áవ
`ంచ .



xŒ” ప;õj Tల

o

How many women can made Idlis and sell at the crossroads and bus stops?

o

How many Petty Shops and Tailors can there be in a village?

o

Who wants Embroidered Cloth and Knitted Bags nowadays?

o

How many Cycle Repair & Puncture shops?

o

How many Papad, Pickle and Agarbathi factories?

We are not against these. It is just that these are not the types of projects that ADATS
needs to do. It is not our job.
™Ì –—U వr O‘కం %e. ఇŠ ADATS ¥యవలsన Ex _Nల ర%I %|. ఇC n
ప@ %e.



My search has always been for businesses that thousands and even lakhs of women can
individually and together undertake, using their personal capacity combined with a
collective strength; what we call Social Capital.
. ధన ఎలuh3
¤[C మ;} లÒ[C మంC మ¬ళI వr U Bగతం\ మ;}
B
క s ¥పటగ
N ల Gr xTల pసం, G; వr Uగత
›మT<r @! స0 N బలంg క 2
ఉపš ంP_ం•ంC; ™Ì Social Capital అ@ 2I›BÌ.



This Social Capital is what I described as my dream.
ఈ Social Capital . కల\

వ;ంZ

.

Coolie Sangha needs to be in a state of permanent cooperation and mutuality. It should be
a unity that always stands for justice and offers support and protection to one other.
VÇ సంఘ zశ( త సహ%రం మ;} పరస3 ర sO
< Y ఉంW . ఇC ఎలuh3
.r యం pసం @లబƒ, ఒక;~క> మదt
‡
మ;} రÒణ అంCం¥ ఐకr త\
ఉంW .


ADATS will identify such businesses, arrange for finance capital (capex), provide
technology and impart skills, aggregate products, market, etc. But these will not give
results without the Social Capital that you create and protect.
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ADATS అ•వం— Gr xTల ?; BABంC, Finacnce Capital (Capex) pసం ఏT3 •u
¥ABంC, ›ం•Oకత అంCABంC మ;} ÷hvr ల ఇABంC, ÏతBం
ఉత3 tBI, n¦j ì ÏదðనŠ. అ…ù ఇŠ X> సృ ం
N `న మ;} ర ం¥
Social Capital d_ంW ఫ {ల ఇవ( |.

CLIMATE CHANGE


For the past 25 years we have spoken about Climate Change and have always kept you
informed.
గత 25 సంవతS TI\ ™Ì G{వరణ n>3 ?;ం` n‚uWÌ మ;} X_
ఎలh
u 3
æ యÎ B ఉం‚Ì.



All of you know that there is poison in the air that is killing thousands of people every day.
EపOÊ



¤[C మంC@ చం¢ \ Y Šషం ఉంద@ X అంద;« æIA.

The ones who are suffering are not capable of doing anything about it.
ˆధప•tన! G> f@ ?;ం` ఏX ¥యd>.
o

Partly because they live in huge cities where they have no control over their
surroundings. They feel helpless.
x కం\ ఎంeకంi G> తమ ప;సTల @యంEతణ d@ ¾ô నగTYu
@వsAB.! >. G> @సS Kయం\ ¾Š›B>.
In your villages you have far more control. You can not only decide but also
enforce where cattle should not graze because there are crops or young saplings,
which trees should not ever be cut, etc.
X E\nYu X_ Z[ @యంEతణ ఉంC. పంటI df }వ Ïకj I
ఉన! ంeన ప˜|I ™పVడద@ X> @ర…ంచడ™ %_ంW అమI
¥యవPQ , ఏ 1టu ఎh3
కOB;ంచVడe, ÏదðనŠ.

o

Also, because they refuse to change their lifestyle.
అ[9, G> తమ Áవన

@ nరQ W@U @Tక;›B>.

They want to continue living their lives in the exact same way as they always have,
in spite of knowing that this is what is killing them.
(it is a little bit like us foolish cigarette smokers who will cough to our death rather
than stop smoking).
G> తమ చం¢C ఇ-న@ æIA_న! ప3 —«, G> ఎప3 —[9 G;
ÁŠ{ల ~న› ంZల@ G> p>_ం‚>.


Believe me that you are the only ones who can do something positive.
X> nEత™ ›
o

Vలం\ ఏþ. ¥యగలర@ న

! నమ• ంƒ.

Through Biogas units and Solar panels, you avoid adding to the poison in the air.
Biogas
@•u మ;} solar panel f( T, X> \ Y Šõ@!
ƒంచ_ంW ఉండంƒ.

o

Through planting Trees, you absorb the poison that is already in the air.
1టu



.టడం f( T, X> ఇప3 —• \ Y ఉన! Šõ@! Eగ¬›B>.

Those who teach and preach to you about Climate Change do absolutely nothing.
G{వరణ n>3 ?;ం` X_
¥య>.

Œం¥ మ;}
8

Œం¥ G> ఖ`Q తం\ ఏX

o

Till the end of 2010, when they caught a train to go for a big meeting, they did not
even know what Climate Change was.
It took another 7 years for them to wake up and think of taking concrete action.
2010 `వ; వర_, G> †ద‡ సn¤z@U kళm W@U -I
ప•N_న! h3 •, G{వరణ n>3 అంi ఏ0 VW G;U æ యe.
G> ™ j లపW@U మ;} క న¡న చరr ^Apవ‚@U
ఆY`ంచW@U మÊ 7 సంవతS TI ప—ం
N C.

o

You, on the other hand, started understanding the science of Greenhouse Gases
15 years earlier, in the mid 1990’s.
You actually made a plan in 1998 and, with your own resources, started planting
trees to absorb Greenhouse Gases.
మÊ h, X> 1990 ల మధr Y, 15 సంవతS Tల EUతం EÓ
zÂ›B@! అర <ం ¥Apవడం Exరం“ంZ>.

G}|ల

X> @జం\ 1998 Y ఒక Eపv క ŸÅంCంZ> మ;} X స( ంత
వన>లg EÓ
G}|ల Eగ¬ంచW@U 1టu .టడం
Exరం“ంZ>.


Avoiding poisons and absorbing/reducing poisons is a health-cure for crores of people.
Šõల @G;ంచడం మ;} Šõల
ఆÊగr @Gరణ.
o

It must be seen exactly like services provided by Doctors and Nurses.
ఇC

o

Eగ¬ంచడం / త wంచడం p— మంCU

er I మ;} న>S I అంCం¥ Øవల nC;\

6W .

And just like them, you should get paid for it.
మ;} G;[9, X> f@ pసం డ¼½ Åంf .



For 25 years, I have been fighting for this. At first, nobody listened. But today, when
suffering has increased and dangers stare them in the face, they are willing to pay for this
service.
25 సంవతS TI\
"@ pసం „T•t.!
. Ïద u ఎవŸ Šనde. %Ú
•, ˆధI †; నh3 • మ;} EపnfI G—@ Ìఖం h 6ØB, G> ఈ
Øవ pసం 1 ం
u చW@U sదం
ò \ ఉ.! >.



I see Climate Change as an opportunity for thousands of you to get into businesses and
build a guaranteed income for the day that government subsidies and government
spending stops.
G{వరణ n>3
X> ¤[C మంCU Gr xTలYU TవW@U మ;}
Eపºత( T…^I మ;} Eపºత( ఖ>Q I ఆ „
Ê _ KX ఆfa@!
సంxCంచW@U ఒక అవ%శం\
6AB.!
.

CARBON REVENUE


Velcan Biogas women reduced 85,175 tonnes and sold 52,165 tonnes for ₹ 3,09,17,364.
These are business incomes that they got from providing an environmental service to
society at large.
Velcan Biogas మ¬ళI 85,175 tonne (CER) త wం` 52,165 tonne ₹ 3,09,17,364 _
అn• >. ఇŠ సn•@U పTr వరణ Øవ అంCంచడం f( T ÅంCన Gr xర
ఆfaI.
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A total of ₹ 3,03,28,719 crore was transferred into their bank accounts.
ÏతBం ₹ 3,03,28,719 p•u G; bank



{YuU బCÇ ¥యబW….

o

One year back, in January 2019, 2,906 End User women received ₹ 94,90,146 as
carbon revenue.

o

Six months back, in August 2019, 3,128 End User women whose Biogas units are
still working received another ₹ 2,08,38,573

In the next few months we will sell another 33,010 tonnes and they will receive another ₹
1.9 crore.
This will take their total receipts to ₹ 4,99,17,364 crore
T
~C‡ ŽలYu ™Ì మÊ 33,010 tonne ŠEక…›BÌ మ;} G;U మÊ ₹ 1.9
p•u అంe{….
ఇC G; ÏతBం ర eల , ₹ 4,99,17,364 _ ^A_ం•ంC



This is in addition to the ₹ 6.1 crores they received to build the Biogas units during their
ERPA.
So the actual benefit is more than ₹ 11 crore!
ఇC G; ERPA సమయంY Biogas
@టu @;• ంచW@U G> అంe_న! ₹ 6.1
pట_
u అదనం\ ఉంC.
%బ—N అసI Eపšజనం ₹ 11 pటu కంi ఎ_j వ!



You who have planted trees with your own money have sequestered 26,345 tonnes and
received ₹ 1,77,36,462
X స( ంత డ¼½ g 1టu .—న X> 26,345 tonne ›(
మ;} ₹ 1,77,36,462 అంe_.! >
o

నం ¥A_.! >

2 years back, in January 2018, 509 families got ₹ 16,26,611
2 సంవతS Tల EUతం, జనవ; 2018 Y, 509 _•ంˆల_ ₹ 16,26,611
ల“ం`ంC

o

Today and tomorrow, 479 families will get ₹ 1,61,09,851
ఈÊ

మ;} ‘h 479 _•ంˆల_ ₹ 1,61,09,851 ల“ABంC

Carbon Revenue
> 2 lakh
1 - 2 lakh
50 k - 1 lakh
40 k - 50 k
30 k to 40 k
20 k - 30 k
10 k - 20 k
1 k - 10 k
<1k


Families
1
12
37
22
39
78
127
153
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After 2 more months, in April 2020, we will verify another 12,000 tonnes and you will get
another ₹ 84 lakh taking the total carbon revenue to ₹ 2.6 core.

10

మÊ 2 Žలల త>Gత, April 2020 Y, ™Ì మÊ 12,000 tonne ధృ–క;›BÌ
మ;} ÏతBం %ర½ ’ ఆfa@! ₹ 2.6 p>j ^A~@ X_ మÊ ₹ 84 లÒI
ల“›B….


BCS President tells me that you are giving 20% of this to your Sangha Funds in order to run
the Children’s Programme and Health.
2లల
u %రr Eకమం మ;} ఆÊ\r @! నడపW@U X> X సంఘ @!ల_ 20%
ఇAB.! ర@ BCS అధr "• ._ 1x3 >.



You also have to put aside some money for the next Verification which will happen in 2
months. Otherwise we will not get another 12,000 tonnes.
2 ŽలYu జ;9 తeప; ధృ–కరణ pసం X> ~ంత డ¼½
dక„ù మన_ మÊ 12,000 tonne T|.



VW పకj న †‚N .

Last year, another 273 families have planted 45,833 saplings on their lands.
గùWC మÊ 273 _•ంˆI తమ ©ÌYu 45,833 Ïకj ల



Survival Rate is 96% but let us see how they look after these saplings in the summer
months.
మ గడ ‘• 96% అ…ù ¤సŠ ŽలYu ఈ Ïకj ల
6f‡ం.



.‚>.

G> ఎ[ 6A_ం‚Ê

If all of them succeed, in the next Verification in 2025 the tonnes will be double and the
money you receive will be double!
అవÚ! Šజయవంత¡ù, 2025 Y తeప; ధృ–కరణY tonne ¦—ం
N h అ|{…
మ;} X_ ల“ం¥ డ¼½ ¦—ం
N h అ|tంC!



I am so proud that, starting with the “Bagepalli Tamarind Project” in 1996, you set an
example for the whole world:
Z[ గర( ప•t.!
, 1996 Y “Bagepalli Tamarind Project” g
Exరం“ం`, X> ÏతBం EపపంZ@U ఒక ఉfహరణ\ @ Z>:
o

But when compared to how much has to be done, how much poison has to be
reduced from the atmosphere, the quantity is very little. It is just a drop in the
ocean.
%Ú ఎంత ¥a , G{వరణం ంƒ ఎంత Šõ@! త wంZ అ f@g
„ Q నh3 •, ప;nణం Z[ త_j వ. ఇC సÌEదంY ఒక Pకj
nEత™.

o

Quite honestly, I no longer believe that these “Mitigation” projects will make any
difference in reducing Greenhouse Gases.
@•…^\, EÓ
G}|ల త wంచడంY ఈ Ex _NI ఏ¡.
›Bయ@
ùWI క
ఇక నమ•
.
Humans have already crossed the tipping point through greed, stupidity and
pretended ignorance.
eTశ, ×ర $త( ం మ;} అ•% నం న—ంచడం f( T nన|I ఇప3 —•
tipping point f‚>.
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o

Now it is time for corporates and policy makers to finally realise that the situation
is very dangerous for all Human beings. They have to take hard decisions and act in
a big way.
%ó3 ‘ìI మ;} Š•న @‘తI `వర_ nన|లంద;« ప;sO
< Z[
Eపnదకరమ@ Eగ¬ంZ S న సమయం ఆసన! ¡ంC. G> క న¡న
@రaI ^ApG మ;} †ద‡ ఎtBన వr వహ;ంZ .
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